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Porous Selective Laser Melted Ti and Ti6Al4V Materials for Medical Applications
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Abstract

This chapter characterises scaffolds manufactured in line with the make-to-order concept according to individual needs of each patient. The clinical data acquired from a patient during computer tomography, nuclear magnetic resonance or using traditional plaster casts is converted by a computer into a virtual solid model of a patient’s loss. The model, through the multiplication of a unit cell, is converted into a porous model on the basis of which an actual object is manufactured with the method of selective laser melting (SLM) from Ti/Ti6Al4V powders. The created scaffold is characterised by good mechanical properties, which is confirmed by the results of the performed tensile and compressive strength tests. The material is additionally subjected to surface treatment consisting of the deposition of atomic layers of titanium dioxide with nanometric thickness.
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1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing technologies are proliferating and becoming increasingly popular across various industries nowadays. Owing to their benefits, they support the development of multiple disciplines in the field of engineering wherever a clear need exists to fabricate elements with a complicated shape, geometry and a distinctive structure. Such elements include individualised implants, representing living tissues, closely accommodated to a given patient based on the results of computer tomography or nuclear magnetic resonance or traditional plaster casts.
Porous structures are much desired in medicine, especially where a porous element is to replace a missing bone. In such a situation, the task of the fabricated element is to stimulate a regeneration process of the adjacent bone tissue through an osteoconductive and osteoinductive activity. Osteoconduction is a process of bone loss regeneration consisting of the in-growth of osteoblasts—which are bone-forming cells originating from the adjoining bone stock—into the porous implant. In osteoinduction, though, the differentiation of mesenchymal cells is stimulated in the environment of osteoblasts. The cells represent a connective embryonic tissue occurring only in the embryonic period, from which all types of connective tissues, bone tissue, cartilage tissue and muscle tissue are created. In order for titanium scaffolds fabricated with SLS technologies to fulfil their role well in a patient’s organism, they should be characterised by the appropriate size of pores, appropriate porosity, as well as strength permitting usage in bone implants functioning as scaffolds, which become a substructure and a support for the bone growing into them. Literature data shows [1–12] that the size of pores allowing the development of the bone growth process into the created scaffold, varies between the minimum of 50–200 µm and the maximum of 500 µm and the porosity of such a scaffold should not exceed 50%. A satisfactory result of a manufacturing process of porous titanium materials is seen when an element is achieved with open pores, characterised by an appropriate level of porosity and sufficiently good strength properties, which should be similar to the corresponding properties of a living bone tissue. Bone porosity is referred to as the volume fraction of the fluid phase filling the pore space of a bone in a given bone volume unit. The bone fluid phase consists of blood vessels together with blood, nerve fibres, bone cells and extracellular bone fluid. A cortical bone has the density of 1.99 g/cm³. It has the longitudinal compressive strength of 131–224 MPa and the longitudinal bending strength of 79–151 MPa. The transverse compressive strength of a cortical bone is 106–133 MPa and bending strength is 51–56 MPa [13, 14].

Additive manufacturing enables to create objects with the final shape while allowing to control the manufactured element in each part of its volume. An advantage of AM technologies, as compared to competitive fabrication methods of porous materials with space fillers [10–12], is also an ability to fabricate without applying costly and time-intensive casting moulds, as a result of which the product achieved does not contain external admixtures which are often present in cast products. The maximum possible reduction of wastes generated in a manufacturing process as compared to waste-generating machining is ranking AM technologies higher than traditional manufacturing processes applied until now. The entire additive manufacturing process takes place in an atmosphere of inert gas, which prevents the creation of unwanted products of the reactions occurring between a material used for fabrication of elements and air components. Selective laser melting (SLM) technology, due to its advantages, is very well suitable for manufacturing in line with the make-to-order concept of individualised craniofacial implants, including palate implants.

2. Computer-aided materials design

An additive manufacturing process carried out with the SLM technique begins at the sage of computer design of 3D models of objects planned to be manufactured in reality. The key
benefit of the concept is that no constraints exist as to the shape and filling of a virtual model at the design stage; it allows representing an anatomical structure of organs, bones and human and animal tissues very accurately [15–20]. One of the specific aspects in this domain, being the subject of a series of experiments performed by the authors of this chapter, is the designing and manufacturing of porous biomimetic implants replacing a patient’s palate loss. The loss may result from a genetic defect or a mechanical injury, or a neoplasm. A palate implant designed individually for each patient is a scaffold, the structure of which is made of open pores. A porous structure is to ensure appropriate growth conditions on the surface of pores for living cells by ensuring availability of nutrients. The computer-aided design of virtual models is preceded by a clinical stage at which accurate data is acquired from a patient regarding a 3D shape and dimensions of one’s palate loss. The data can be acquired in the course of examinations conducted with computer tomography or nuclear magnetic resonance, or with traditional plaster casts, the shape of which is then transferred to a computer with a 3D scanner. Regardless the option chosen, the outcome of such activities is a virtual solid implant model of a palate which is further processed into a porous model.

A unit cell which, when multiplied many times, will create a porous scaffold structure, is required to create a virtual porous palate implant. A unit cell can be chosen from the avail-

Figure 1. Unit cells according to a custom design: (a) type A: spatial cross; (b) type B: cross with openings; (c) type C: cube with tongues; (d) type D: cube skeleton.
able database being part of commercial software or it can be individually designed according to individual preferences. When designing a unit cell, it is significant to model it in such a way that it is symmetrical relative to all the axes of symmetry, which guarantees the correct transformation of a virtual solid model into a porous model, without errors on the created lattice. Unit cells according to a custom design are shown in Figure 1. All the designed unit cells inscribe themselves into a cube with the side of 500 µm. A type A cell (Figure 1a) has the shape of a spatial cross with arms with the dimensions of 100 × 100 µm. A type B cell (Figure 1b) is a cross with its arms 100 µm thick and has small quadrangle openings in such arms with the side of 100 µm. A type C cell (Figure 1c) is a cube with the side of 300 µm, on each wall of which tongues are arranged symmetrically in the form of smaller cubes with the side of 100 µm. A type D cell (Figure 1d) is a skeleton of a cube with the sides equal to 100 µm.

A solid implant model and the applied unit cell are saved in stl files before a virtual solid model of a piece of a palate loss is transformed into a virtual porous model. The extension is needed so that the model is transferred to a device carrying out a selective laser sintering

Figure 2. Virtual solid implant model and a corresponding porous model created after transformation: (a) top view; (b) bottom view.
(SLM) process. This ensures the automatic conversion of a virtual scaffold model into a model made of the net of triangles with the standard size of the area of a single triangle creating a net which is predefined directly by CAD software. It is possible to control the size of the area of a single triangle to densify the net, thus to control the accuracy of surface representation of an element produced having a complicated shape. If the field of a single triangle is decreased when converting the model into a net of triangles, accuracy is increased, but also the process is extended, both, at the stage of multiplication as well as at the stage of object fabrication. Highly efficient, latest generation software must therefore be used for very high accuracies. A virtual porous model created after transformation with a specifically designed structure composed of multiplied unit cells, has geometrical dimensions perfectly corresponding to the model from before the transformation (Figure 2).

3. Selective laser melting of scaffolds

Pristine titanium and Ti6Al4V titanium alloy, which, as per the international standard [21], is dedicated to biomedical applications, is a material used for the fabrication of actual objects which are to act as individualised palate implants. Titanium is classified as a light metal with a density of $\rho = 4507 \, \text{g/cm}^3$, a melting point of 1668°C and boiling point of 3260°C. It occurs in two allotropic variants, i.e. $\alpha$ and $\beta$. The $\alpha$ titanium variant has a hexagonal lattice (A3), which, at the temperature of 882.5°C, is converted into a high-temperature variant $\beta$ crystalising in the regular system (A2). Pristine titanium occurs in the single-phase variant $\alpha$ and the titanium alloy Ti6Al4V in the double-phase variant $\alpha$ and $\beta$ [22–24]. Titanium possesses high mechanical strength relative to the mass; however, its essential properties, allowing to employ it in medicine, include high biocompatibility with living tissues and pitting corrosion resistance, intercrystalline corrosion resistance and stress corrosion resistance. An input material in the form of powder must be used for the selective laser melting technology. Pristine titanium powder with the grain size of 0–45 µm and titanium Ti6Al4V alloy powder with the grain size of 15–45 µm, with the chemical composition consistent with the manufacturer’s specification shown in Table 1, were used in the course of the experiments carried out to fabricate actual objects. The results of the qualitative chemical composition analysis performed with the EDS method (Figure 3) confirm the presence of the elements stated by a manufacturer in technical and commercial specifications. Powder grains in the both cases are spherically shaped, which is observable in microscopic photos (Figure 4).

Pristine titanium and titanium Ti6Al4V alloy powders are an input material from which porous implants for medical uses are manufactured in a selective laser sintering process. Preparatory measures are taken before the actual manufacturing process, during which, after

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Powder</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>Others total</th>
<th>Others each</th>
<th>Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>&lt;0.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>Remainder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti6Al4V</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>≤0.4</td>
<td>≤0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Fraction of particular chemical elements in composition of powders subject to experiments in per cents.
transferring a 3D virtual scaffold model to an SLM device, the virtual object is placed in a working chamber in the adequate position, i.e. on the relevant edge and under the right angle. The selection of the adequate virtual model position in a working chamber is an important aspect due to the following factors: the amount of powder needed to carry out a manufacturing process once, the mechanical properties of the scaffolds produced [25] and the number of supports needed to generate scaffolds. The purpose of the supports is to support the produced actual object and to secure it against collapse under its own weight. In the next stage, the virtual model is divided into layers parallel to the working platform surface of the device on which it is to be manufactured. The number of layers depends on the parameter set by the operator, i.e. powder layer thickness to be given before each melting. The following manufacturing conditions are also selected prior to commencing a fabrication process of an actual object: laser power, scanning rate, distance between consecutive remelting paths and the laser
beam diameter. Before starting the selective laser melting process, titanium powder is heated in a vacuum in the surrounding of shielding gas at an elevated temperature (160–200°C) to remove any moisture from the powder, as necessary.

The actual selective laser melting process serves to produce metallic scaffolds encompasses the selective melting of powders point after point and layer after layer using a high-power laser \([30–34]\) with a device the diagram of which is shown in Figure 5. A process of object manufacturing by SLM was carried out from the bottom, i.e. from the working platform side. Each layer produced is adhering to the preceding one until the process is completed \([35, 36]\). Powder is fed from a magazine holding loose material and is then distributed with a specific quantity with a shaft travelling across a working platform, which is descending by the exact height of the layer being sintered, whose thickness corresponds to one layer of virtual 3D model section. The excess powder is collected with a roll to a second empty magazine. A computer-controlled laser beam is melting the powder (Figure 6) in a specifically predefined manner and in selectively picked points. A powder layer is deposited and melted selectively in an alternate fashion, until the entire, permanently integrated real object is created. The excess powder, removed from a working platform, can be re-used, by collecting it into a separate special magazine, after being finely sifted in subsequent fabrication processes \([37, 38]\). An example of a scaffold observed with a bare eye, whose size matches the palate loss of one of the patients participating in clinical trials, is shown in Figure 7, showing, respectively, view from the top (Figure 7a) and from the bottom (Figure 7b). This scaffold, manufactured using Ti6Al4V titanium alloy powder, was removed mechanically from the working platform and supports were removed.

Figure 5. Schematic of the Selective Laser Melting (SLM) device; an own picture prepared on the basis of Refs. [26–28].
The scaffolds created were subjected to microscopic observations using a scanning electron microscope. It was observed that the surface topography of the created scaffolds shows a porous, regular latticework-shaped structure. It was also found that the pores of the scaffolds produced are open, which was one of the designers’ key assumptions due to the fact that this material, acting as an implant, is to grow through a patient’s living tissue. Microscope observations of the studied material’s surface topography indicate also the presence of singular, spherically shaped powder grains on its surface, which were deposited there due to adhering to the scaffold surface remelted in an SLM process. Figure 8 shows a surface topography of the scaffolds manufactured with Ti6Al4V powder with the SLM method using the pre-produced virtual models comprised of multiplied unit cells created by the author, of, respectively, type A (Figure 8a), type B (Figure 8b), type C (Figure 8c) and type D (Figure 8d).

The scaffolds created were subjected to microscopic observations using a scanning electron microscope. It was observed that the surface topography of the created scaffolds shows a porous, regular latticework-shaped structure. It was also found that the pores of the scaffolds produced are open, which was one of the designers’ key assumptions due to the fact that this material, acting as an implant, is to grow through a patient’s living tissue. Microscope observations of the studied material’s surface topography indicate also the presence of singular, spherically shaped powder grains on its surface, which were deposited there due to adhering to the scaffold surface remelted in an SLM process. Figure 8 shows a surface topography of the scaffolds manufactured with Ti6Al4V powder with the SLM method using the pre-produced virtual models comprised of multiplied unit cells created by the author, of, respectively, type A (Figure 8a), type B (Figure 8b), type C (Figure 8c) and type D (Figure 8d).
Figure 8. Surface topography of scaffolds manufactured as multiplication of units cells of type A (a), type B (b), type C (c) and type D (d).
4. Mechanical properties of scaffolds

On the one hand, scaffolds are made of robust materials such as pristine titanium and Ti6Al4V titanium alloy and on the other hand, they have a distinct structure consisting of open pores and possess interesting mechanical properties such as tensile and compressive strength. The tensile strength of material is determined according to the dependency (Eq. (1)) [39], using for calculations the results of strength tests determining the maximum tensile strength and a known field area of the sample cross section. The dependency (Eq. (2)) [39] allows to calculate the compressive strength of material using data such as the maximum compressive strength values obtained during strength tests and the sample cross section. The shape and dimensions of the samples designed to perform tensile and compressive strength tests are shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 9](https://example.com/figure9.png)

**Figure 9.** Samples for strength tests designed by computer: (a) for tensile strength; (b) for compressive strength.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength test type</th>
<th>Field area of sample cross section (mm²)</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Maximum force acting on sample (N)</th>
<th>Strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength test</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ti6Al4V</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength test</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>15 125</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ti6Al4V</td>
<td>27 346</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Results of tensile and compressive strength tests made for scaffolds produced with Ti and Ti6Al4V powders (values in the table rounded to integers).
The strength properties of scaffolds depend on the size of their pores, laser path curve and unit cell arrangement in the space of a system of coordinates [25]. Table 2 shows the results of experiments made after selecting the optimum conditions of executing a manufacturing process, such as the size of scaffold pores of 250 µm, a laser path with an improved curve and unit cell arrangement at the angle of 45° relative to the axis of abscissa of the system of coordinates.

The average tensile strength value of laser-sintered scaffolds of Ti6Al4V powder is 47 MPa and is over 30% higher than the strength of scaffolds produced in the same conditions using pristine titanium powder, as presented in Figure 10. The characteristic of progression of tensile curves proves that both the porous titanium and porous Ti6Al4V titanium alloy are elastic-plastic materials with a clearly marked elastic strength and yield strength. Similar as in the case of tensile strength, a scaffold made of titanium alloy possesses much higher compressive strength than a titanium scaffold. The difference is much higher, though, because the compressive strength of the material made of Ti6Al4V is 225 MPa and is 80% higher than the compressive strength of a titanium sample (120 MPa). Figure 11 shows charts presenting a dependency between compressive stress and deformation for the porous materials sintered with a laser using, respectively, Ti and Ti6Al4V powders.

\[
R_m = \frac{F_m}{S_0} \left[ \frac{N}{m^2} \right] = \text{MPa} \quad (1)
\]

\[
R_c = \frac{F_m}{S_0} \left[ \frac{N}{m^2} \right] = \text{MPa} \quad (2)
\]

where:
- \(R_m\) — tensile strength;
- \(R_c\) — compressive strength;
- \(F_m\) — maximum force acting on the sample and
- \(S_0\) — field area of cross section of sample.
5. Atomic layers of dioxide titanium deposited onto scaffolds’ surface

Pristine titanium and its Ti6Al4V alloy, of which scaffolds are made which are to act as implants of palate fragments, are the materials broadly used in medicine as implants due to their low density, a beneficial strength-to-yield stress limit ratio, good corrosive resistance and biocompatibility. A further improvement in those materials’ properties such as biotolerance and osteoconduction is possible by employing surface treatment. Thin layers are depos-

![Diagram showing comparison between ALD, PVD, Sol-gel, and CVD methods.](image)

Figure 12. Atomic layer deposition: (a) ALD method versus other methods; (b) process cyclicity.

![Graph showing dependency between compressive stress and deformation.](image)

Figure 11. Dependency between compressive stress and deformation recorded for porous materials sintered with laser from Ti and Ti6Al4V powders.
ited permanently onto the surface of implants made of metallic biomaterials intended for long use in a human organism, most often with the following methods \([40–43]\): plasma sputtering, electrophoresis, physical vapour deposition (PVD) and chemical vapour deposition (CVD),

Figure 13. Layer thickness and thickness distribution map of TiO\(_2\) layered deposited by ALD for: (a) 550 cycles; (b) 1050 cycles; (c) 1550 cycles \([44]\).
sputter coating and electrochemical deposition. Where layers are deposited onto the surface of porous biomaterials with complicated shapes, it is very important to be able to accurately control the growth mechanisms enabling to constitute a very thin layer with its thickness measured at a nanoscale, but most of all, it is essential to be able to deposit geometrically complex areas uniformly. One method, i.e. atomic layer deposition (ALD), gives such an opportunity now, as shown in Figure 12a, against optional methods. The ALD method is a variant of the CVD method characterised by the cyclic use of alternate precursor pulses with strong reactivity with a chamber purged with inert gas between such pulses (Figure 12b). By applying strongly reactive precursors, which—after supplying them into a chamber—are reacting immediately with a substrate by forming a monolayer and preventing a further reaction, each cycle increases the layer thickness by a strictly specified value within the range of 0.01–0.3 nm. The number of cycles performed preconditions the final thickness of the deposited layer. The authors of this chapter, in the course of their own works, have performed a series of experiments consisting of the deposition of atomic TiO$_2$ layers onto scaffolds sintered from Ti/Ti6Al4V and have carried out for this purpose, respectively, 550, 1050 and 1550 cycles.

The ALD technique enables to deposit a chosen chemical compound more uniformly across the entire surface of the part being treated, also if this part has a porous structure, as is the case with scaffolds. The thickness of the layers deposited by ALD is determined with a spectroscopic ellipsometer equipped with special software. The average thickness of layers deposited by ALD technique for the said cases of 550, 1050 and 1550 cycles is 55.95, 98.90 and 148.73 nm, respectively. The difference in the thickness of the deposited TiO$_2$ layers on the studied area does not exceed 2 nm, which can be analysed in detail by studying layer thickness distribution maps. The best results were obtained for a layer deposited in 1050 cycles. A difference in the thickness of the deposited layer in this case does not exceed 1.1 nm across the entire area of the surface-treated item. Bar charts for each number of cycles, presenting the thickness of the deposited TiO$_2$ layer in the particular measuring points and the corresponding layer thickness distribution maps, are shown in Figure 13.

Changes in sample colour depending on the number of the executed ALD cycles, hence depending on the thickness of the deposited TiO$_2$ layer, is an interesting phenomenon.

![Figure 14](image-url)  
Figure 14. Cubic scaffolds viewed with a bare eye, including scaffolds without surface treatment (a) and scaffolds coated with TiO$_2$ layer during 550 (b), 1050 (c) and 1550 (d) cycles.
observed with a bare eye (Figure 14) and in a light stereoscopic microscope (Figure 15). The uncoated element, with silver-metallic colour, undergoing surface treatment with ALD becomes, successively: brown-gold (550 cycles), dark blue (1050 cycles) and light blue with silver shade (1550 cycles).

The topography of scaffolds’ surface coated with layers deposited by ALD is distinct for their irregularities measured at a nanometric scale, the number of which is rising proportionally to the number of the deposited layers. In particular, a layer deposited in 550 cycles has a rather uniform granular structure and the larger clusters of atoms are occurring on it only occasionally. In the case of a layer deposited in 1050 cycles, clusters of atoms with the diameter of about 1 µm occur every several microns. The biggest clusters of atoms, forming ‘islands’ with the length of up to several microns, exist in the case of a layer deposited in 1550 cycles, as shown in Figure 16.

The nanometric thickness of titanium dioxide layers deposited by ALD results in the fact that the layers deposited can be observed in a scanning electron microscope only for very high
magnifications of 150 kx. A clear difference between a scaffold surface without surface treatment (Figure 17) and scaffold surface covered with a TiO$_2$ layer in ALD (Figure 17b) can be observed only when such high magnifications are used. The scaffold surface, immediately following fabrication, is smooth with clear longitudinal bands arranged every several dozens of nanometres, corresponding to the laser activity direction. The deposited atomic TiO$_2$ layer, when magnified 150 kx, is visible as a ‘sheep’, i.e. a set of numerous adjacent oval granules of which only few have larger diameter.

6. Conclusions

Currently, there is a high social demand for individualised implants, which would significantly improve the quality of life of patients with partial palate losses caused by mechanical injuries, tumorous diseases or cleft palate. The methods currently in use, such as metallic or
polymeric prostheses, do not meet users’ expectations as they often lack durability, convenience and aesthetics. A porous scaffold with its dimensions and shape perfectly suited to a patient plate loss made of a biocompatible material (Ti or Ti6AlV4) and additionally coated with a nanometric layer of osteoconductive titanium oxide seems to be a breakthrough solution. Modern CAMD software allows converting data acquired at a clinical stage into a 3D solid model of a palate loss piece. The model is then converted into a porous model through the multiplication of a unit cell whose dimensions and shape may be designed according to a patient’s individual preferences. The pores existing in the material structure have the diameter of approx. 500 µm and should be open, because a scaffold, in its intended conditions of use, is to grow through a patient’s living tissue. The experiments made confirm that the selective laser melting technology allows, following process conditions’ optimisation, to produce biomimetic objects with a structure featuring open pores, as this was confirmed in microscopic (SEM) examinations. The objects have sufficiently good mechanical properties such as bending and compressive strength, which are similar to the properties of a cortical bone. The biotolerance and osteoconduction of laser-sintered scaffolds can be additionally improved through surface treatment allowing to cover a complex geometrical surface, such as a porous scaffold structure, uniformly from all sides. The treatment is carried out by the deposition of atomic layers and the deposited layer is 50–150 nm thick depending on the number of cycles.
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